Autumn Term 1a
Year GroupKey Question
7 Can I control the ball and move it to another player in space?
8 Can I accurately pass and control the ball under pressure?
9 Can I outwit an opponent by demonstrating different methods of getting free?
10 Can I consistently demonstrate control and fluency when performing sport specific skills?
11 Can I apply tactics and strategies that can influence the game?

Links to GCSE Aos
S,K&U
S,K&U
S,K&U
S,K&U
A&E

Autumn Term 1b
Key Question
Can I work as part of a team to solve problems?
Can I effectively lead a group in problem solving tasks?
Can I use different ways to overcome challenges effectively?
Can I understand how each fitness test can contribute to my overall health?
Can I explain the benefits of regular and safe physical activity?

Links to GCSE Aos
R,S&C
R,S&C
A&E
R,S&C
R,S&C

Spring Term 1a
Key Question
Can I link a variety of moves together to make a sequence?
Can I select appropriate moves to make a fluent sequence?
Can I replicate a variety of moves with increasing precision and control?
Can I use WWW and EBI to comment on and improve my own performance?
Can I critically evaluate my own and others' work to aid further improvement?

a
Links to GCSE Aos
S,K&U
S,K&U
S,K&U
A&E
A&E

Spring Term 1b
Key Question
Can I demonstrate an understanding of basic rules?
Can I show improving control and fluency when learning specific skills?
Can I use tactics effectively in changing circumstances?
Can I take on different roles in the activity?
Can I lead small groups in set tasks with consistency?

Links to GCSE Aos
R,S&C
S,K&U
A&E
R,S&C
R,S&C

Summer Term 1a
Key Question
Can I perform the correct technique in one jump, run and throw?
Can I perform with control in a range of athletics events?
Can I understand rules and regulations in different events?
Can I achieve high standards in selected events compared to the national average?
Can I identify key areas of improvements in my own performance?

Links to GCSE Aos
S,K&U
S,K&U
S,K&U
A&E
A&E

Summer Term 1b
Key Question Links to GCSE Aos
Can I bowl and bat
S,K&U
using correct technique?
Can I bat, bowl and
S,K&U
field with increasing accuracy and consistency?
Can I use strategies
R,S&C
to set the field in relation to the opposition?
Can I adapt my batting/bowling
A&E
technique to outwit the opposition?
Can I apply bat, bowling
A&E
and fielding skills effectively under increased pressure?

